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SEQUELTO "HIPPELATES (EYE GNAT) INVESTIGATIONS IN
THE SOUTHEASTERNSTATES" BY JOHN T. BIGHAM'

(DiPTERA, CHLOROPIDAE)

By Richard P. Dow,- John T. Bigham/ and Curtis W. Sabrosky'

When it becomes advisable to review biological observations

in the light of later taxonomie revisions, all too freqnently

the specimens on which the results were originally based are

found to have been misplaced or destroyed. Though such is

now the case in resj^ect to most of the Hippelates studied by
•T. T. Bigham in 1937-1939, much of his material was subse-

quently reviewed by C. W. Sabrosky who returned most of the

specimens (now lost), but carefully preserved the determina-
tion records. By themselves, these identifications had no bio-

logical meaning, but quarterly reports on the experimental
studies were also available, and since the field work had been
reported in great detail, it seemed possible to coordinate th'^

two sets of data.

Bigham 's investigations had been completed before Sabrosky
described Hippelates hishoppi as a new species,-""' based in part
on Bigham 's material. Because the collections studied by
Sabrosky, which included a total of 40,463 Chloropidae, con-

tained 8,018 specimens of H. hishoppi together wdth 31,726
of H. pusio, it seemed advisable to find out whether Bigham 's

conclusions regarding pusio were to any degree compromised
by such a large number of a previon.sly unrecognized species,

and whether a complete analysis of all the data would provide
any new biological information on either j^usio or hishoppi.

Of the 1,035 lots of Chloropidae identified by Sabrosky, it

has been necessary to omit from this study a total of 16.

Twelve of these lots, which consisted of specimens removed
from whole trap catches, represented biased samples ; two
were the results of a special experiment; and two had ques-

tionable or insufficient data. The remaining 40,207 specimens
were obtained by one of three methods : hand collecting, trap-

ping with a bait of decayed liver, or setting recovery cages to

secure adults which had bred in the ground or other material

beneath them.
It appears that a fair ]n'oportion of the hand-collected

specimens were sent to Sabrosky, but only a small number of
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tile very numerous and often ui<>antie trap eoUections were
included in this material. On the other hand, Sabrosky re-

ceived practically all of the very important collections ob-

tained from the recovery cajies. A summary of Sabrosky 's

identifications arranged by type of collection (Table 1) pro-

vides unexpected data regardin"" the biology of various Chlo-

ropidae. Whereas Ilippelates pusio, H. bishoppi, H. plehejus.

and OscineUa triorhiculata were all reared from the soil as

well as attracted to decayed liver, the following species oc-

curred only in trap or hand collections : Hippelates nohilis,

H. pallipes, H. particeps, H. prohoscideus, OscineUa carho-

naria, and 0. grisescens. Moreover, Hippelates dissidens (with

one exception), Madiza cinerea, and Elackiptera umbrosa
were collected only from recovery cages. These statements are

all based on specimens taken on at least three occasions.

Taklk 1

Suminnry of spofiiiu'iis of Chloropidae, fomparod \>y type of collection,

with genera, also species within genera, listed in order of decreasing

frequency

Hand Baited trap Eecovery cage

Hipi)elates pusio Loew 472

H. bishopiji Sabr. 7

H. particeps (Becker) ^

H. prohoscideus Will. 3

H. dissidens (Tucker)

H. plebejus Loew 2

H. pallipes (Loew) 14

H. nobilis Loew 7

H. dorsalis Loew 3

H. flaviceps (Loew) _... .-

H. sp. 3

OscineUa carbonaria (Loew) ..

O. triorbiculata Sabr.

O. grisescens Sabr. ' 4

O. coxendix (Fitch) „

O. sp. .1 1

O. or H. sp.

Madiza cinerea (Loew)

M. trigramma (Loew)

M. parva (Adams)

M. sp.

Elaehiptera umbrosa (Loew) „

Ehodesiella brimleyi Sabr.

Ceratobarys eulophus (Loew)

516

22,r,04
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It should be noted, however, that some of the re(.'Overy ea^e

material was collected from settings which at the present

time are not known to have been made on cultivated or other-

wise disturbed ground. These lots may be summarized as

follows

:

over pile of ^'itss in c-oiiier of si'ove, Orlando, Fin.: ."> HippclateH

dissuhn.s, 1(5 Bhodr.siclUi brimhi/i, 1 Coratobari/s rnlophux;

over celery scraps left in field, Snnford, Fla.: 3 H. (lis.-tidcns, 27

Elachiptera nmhrofta :

over muck soil (perliaps disturbed), Oviedo, Fin.: 1 //. (Ii.ssi(lfn.s;

over surface for wliicli no data ;ire availahle, Orlando, Fla.: 1 //.

dissident, 4 O.sciiiclld triorbiciildta, 1 Madisa trigramntd.

These records indicate that the mere collection of a species

of chloropid from a recovery cage does not in itself establish

the soil proper as the site of larval development. On the

other hand, the recovery of pusio and hishoppi from strip

after strip of plowed land indicates that, whatever the actual

food, the soil is the natural habitat of these species, and the

same may be true of H. plehcjus.

CoLLEiTicxs Made by Hand

Among the 50 lots of hand-collected specimens. 17 which
are associated with biological data seem important enough
to report in detail. Fifteen of these involve only H. pusio.

It is noteworthy, but perhaps not of significance, that H.
hislioppi, which could be expected to occur in the same lo-

calities, is completely absent in the following records. The
numbers of pusio are included in parentheses.

Mendenhall, Miss., September 17, 1937: from horse with eruption on

shoulder {'>).

McGee, Miss., September 17, 1937; from eyes of calf with pinkeye (f>).

Laurel, Miss., Septemlx'r IS, 1937: from eyes of calf with pinkeye

(3, 4, 20, 6).

Cairo, Ga., September 2S, UI37: from yearling- calf with screwworm

infestation on leg: (3).

Thomasville, Ga., September lis, l!l37: from cow with wound on

side (7); from cow (IS); from cow \\ith skin disease (S).

Valdosta, Ga., October 4, 1937: from wound on sheei) (77); from

cut on dog's leg (9); from wound on goat (65).

Albany, Ga., October (i, 1937: from steer with pinkeye, shipped from

Texas (14, and one OscinrUa sp.) : from heifer with i)iukeye,

shipped from Texas (12).

Winter Park, Fla., May 18, 1938: caught in schoolhouse (4).

Ormond, Fla., IMay 22, 1939: around eyes of man in marsh (7 Hip-

pelatfs uobili.s, 3 //. proboscidciis, 2 H. plcbrjn.'i, 4 Oscinclla prises-

cens).
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The remainder of the haiul-eolhH-ted material ineliides noth-
ing; of special interest except that pusio was present in 80 out
of 38 lots from Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Geor-
{?ia, and Florida, and hishoppi occurred in only three lots

(twice with pusio) from Mississippi and Alabama.

Collections from Traps

The 117 trap collections which were sent to Sabrosky rep-

resent not only a small fraction of all the catches from the

status or prevalence traps, as already stated, but the lots are

extremely scattered as to both locality and season. It is there-

fore impossible to obtain from this material any satisfactory

picture of the seasonal distribution or relative abundance of

hishoppi and pusio. In individual trap collections, however.
l)ishoppi frequently outnumbered pusio. This occurred in

several lots from Zellwood, near Orlando in central Florida,

and at various other localities both north and south of that

region. The lots from central Florida, including Orlando.
Sanford, and Zellwood, were selected mostly from collections

made in November, and those from the areas to the north
and south mostly from collections made in August and June,
respectively (Table 2). In spite of the fact that the records

are unequally distributed by locality and season, it appears
that hisJioppi was more common at Zellwood than at Orlando
and Sanford, also relatively more common there in relation

to p)isi().

Table 2

Siinmijiry of trnp c-olk'ctions eoiitaiuiiig Hijjpf Idles pusio niid hisliojipl.

by locality

Locality
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Collections fkom Recovery Cages

The discussion of the breeding habits of [jusio presented in

the orifjinal article was based on the work with recovery cages.

Besides the miscellaneous settings, which produced pusio or

hhhoppi only where the soil had been disturbed, there were
three other series of observations: the ejperimcntal settings,

to determine the length of time that pusio would continue to

breed in turned soil, the breeding activity at different seasons,

and the possible eifect of the cages on the normal develop-

ment of the larvae; the seasonal settings, to determine the

most practical time for cultivating land to control breeding

:

and the cultural settings, to determine the effect on breeding
of different methods of preparing soil (Table 3).

Excepting the miscellaneous settings and part of the experi-

mental settings, the tables in Bigham's quarterly reports give

weekly totals of all gnats obtained from the recovery cages,

whereas the lots studied by Sabrosky consisted of the separate

collections. Less than ten of the weekly totals were not

represented in Sabrosky 's material, but there are numerous
cases in which the numbers of specimens recorded by Sabrosky
fail to tally with Bigham's figures. Sabrosky 's identifications

include 9,568 specimens out of a total of 9,891 reported from
the experimental, seasonal, and cultural settings. The differ-

ence of 323 specimens (less than 3.3%) is quite evenly dis-

tributed throughout the settings, and in only two of the

separate plowed strips does the difference exceed 10% (10.4

and 16.7). The minor nature of the discrepancies is well

shown by the following changes which Sabrosky 's records

would make in Table 1 of the original paper (page 442).
All of Sabrosky 's specimens were 2>"-5'o except the single

individual, a plehejus, which was collected at Zellwood in the

third week from the first cage set on October 4 ; apparently
6 jmsio instead of 4 were obtained in the third w^eek from
the second cage set at Orlando on September 7 ; and in the

recoveries of the fourth week at Zellwood, only 7 iDusio in-

stead of 11 and 5 instead of 6 could be accounted for. All in

Table 3

Summary of recovery cage coUectious containing Hippelates pusio and

bishoppi, by series of cage settings

Series of Dates of Localities No. of No. of

settings settings pusio bishoppi

Miscellaneous 1937-1939 (various) rt20 fil

Experimental Aug.-Dec, 1938 Orlando, Zellwood 498 1

Seasonal Mar.-Aug., 1939 Zellwood, Sanford 6,175 1,529

Cultural July 1939 Sanford 1,231
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all, the irregularities are probably of no importance because

they are widely scattered.

Thouo-h it is clear from Table 3 that the ratio of bishoppi

to pusio varies under different circumstances, it is also appar-

ent that the conclusions regardino' pusio (at least those based

on the experimental and cultural settings) remain unchanged

It was desirable to show, however, that the numbers of bishop-

pi did not affect the results of the seasonal settings. These

tests, mentioned briefly on page 448 of the original article,

were conducted as follows. On one plot of land at Zellwood

in a region characteristic of the "ridge" citrus-growing sec-

tion with a soil of deep, loose sand, and on another plot of

land at Sanford in a typical trucking area, where the soil was
also sandy, ten strips were plowed at regular intervals, two

each month, from March to July inclusive. Eight recovery

cages Avere set on each of these 20 strips from 9-16 days after

the plowing, and collections of gnats were usually made from

them at approximately weekly intervals.

The distribution of pusio was remarkably uniform within

the seasonal plots, occurring in all the cages set at Zellwood

and in all but two at Sanford. Moreover, bishoppi was col-

lected from 66 of the 80 cages at Zellwood, being absent from

only 4 cages up to those set on the two strips last plowed.

At Sanford, however, where bishoppi was found in only 37

of the 80 cages, it more obviously became less frequent as the

season progressed, occurring in 5, 8, 6, 5, 2, 4, 8, 3, 1, and
cages in the successive strips.

Because of the comparatively infre(iuent collection of gnats

from the recovery cages as well as the climatic factors con-

cerned, it is impossible to determine accurately from the sea-

sonal settings an average time of development for either pusio

or bishoppi. From date of plowing to date of collection, the

average for pusio in the separate strips ranged from 55 to 23

days at Zellwood and 42 to 22 days at Sanford. Comparable

figures for bishoppi are 49 to 21 days at Zellwood and 36 to

20 days at Sanford. The maximum period of development

for both species occurred in the first strips plowed at Zellwood

and Sanford on March 11 and March 14, respectively. There

is a possibility that some of the gnats recovered belonged to a

second generation which had bred under the recovery cages,

but this seems rather unlikely because there is a continuous

decrease in the average time of development for both species

in the first five strips plowed at successively later dates in

the spring. The slight difference in the figures for the tAVO

species is of questionable significance.

When the seasonal recoveries from the .strips which were

]ilowed in the same month were grouped together by locality.
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there was found to he eonsid(M'al)le fliietuatioii in the actual

numbers of push and bishoppi. but the percentage of hishoppi

at Zellwood decreased from March to July as follows : 42.0,

.34.6, 31.3, 11.4, 2.3. At Sanford also, the percentage decreased

regularly during the same months except in May: 6.7, 3.1,

14.4, 2.7, 0.7. When the recoveries were grouped by monih of

collection, there was a similar over-all decrease in the i)er-

centage of hishopin in both localities (Table 4).

It is unfortunate that the seasonal settings at Zellwood and
Sanford did not cover an entire year, but they confirm the

previous statements about pusio, and also contain .sufficient

evidence to show that bishoppi resembles pusio in its breeding

habits. From the similar period of development and its wide

distribution in the plowed strips, bishoppi also appears to lay

its eggs in freshly turned soil and to breed mainly in cultiv-

ated ground. This statement is further supported by evidence

from the rest of the cage settings.

Discussion

It has been possible to show- that the conclusions of the pre-

vious article regarding Hippelates pusio have not been affected

by the discovery of a large percentage of H. bishoj)pi in the

most critical material. Moreover, bishoppi has been found to

have similar breeding habits. It remains to be found whether
the available data establish any difference in the seasonal

or other distribution of the two species. A summary of all

the cage collections arranged by locality (Table 5) shows that

pusio has been recovered in the Orlando region, which in-

cludes Sanford, Zellwood, and Oviedo, in all months of the

year, but that bishoppi has been taken only in the period from
February to September. This is contradicted in part by tlie

TAIiLE 4

Rceovorios of Ilippelaii s pusio jiiid bi.sltoppi hy inontli from the .seasonal

settings at Zellwood and Sanford, Florida
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trap colleetions from the same re<iion (Table 2) which inehule

no catches made from February through July but have rec-

ords for both species in all the months represented. More
detailed examination of the trap catches shows that the per-

centage of hishoppi at OrlaAdo decreased regularly from Au-
gust (8.7%) to December (0.07O and then rose (to 2.G'/^ ),

the species appearing in one of three catches taken in Janu-
ary. When these indications are considered in relation to

the over-all decrease of hishoppi found in the seasonal set-

tings, it appears that in the Orlando region during the periods

represented by the collections, pusio was more or less abun-

dant and bred throughout the year, whereas hishoppi, though
taken as an adult in each month of the year, bred mostly in

the spring from March through May. Regarding the occur-

rence of the two species by locality, both trap and cage col-

lections indicate that hishoppi was relatively more common in

the places sampled at Zellwood than at either Sanford or

Orlando. It is felt that this apparent distribution is real and
that it bears a possible relation to different types of soil.

Over 40,000 of the Chloropidae collec;ted by J. T. Bigham
in the course of his investigations on Hippelaies pusio in

1937-1939 were subsequently studied by C. W. Sabrosky and
found to contain a large percentage of H. hishoppi Sabrosky,

a new species of Hippelates. An analysis of these identifiea-

Table .")

Summary of nil recovery cage collections containing Hippelates pusio

and hishoppi, by locality

Locality
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tions leaves Bipham's conclusions reo-arding' pusio unchanged
and shows that huhoppi also breeds in cultivated or other-

wise disturbed soil. Observations made in the region of Or-
lando, Florida, sugg-est that hishoppi bred more commonly in

the spring, and was more abundant at Zellwood in a citrus-

growing area than at Sanford where most of the land was in

truck.

Each of 15 collections of gnats associated with various

animals contained pusio but not hishoppi.

A NEWSPECIES OF ACNEUS
(CoLEOP'rKR.\, Dascii.lidae)

By Kknketh M. Fexdkk, McMinnvillc, Oregon

The genus Acneus was erected in 1880 by Dr. George H.
Horn to receive his new species quadrimacHlaius. The original

description was based on a female from California. In 1881.

Horn described the male from a specimen sent him by IHke
and presumed to have been collected in Oregon.

In describing and illustrating the male of the genus, Horn
showed the third antennal segment to be longer than the first

two combined, slender and slightly broader externally. Our
males of the species fit all but this section of the description.

In our series, the males have the third antenna! segment
longer than the first two combined but the segment is apically

widened and flattened into an elongate triangular plate. An
edge-on view of this segment resembles Horn's illustration,

indicating that he used such a view in the description. For
these reasons, I am assigning our specimens to the genus and
all but one to his A. quadrimaculatus.

Our collection contains four representatives of Horn's
species. One, a female, was collectecl at Boyer, Oregon, July
11, 1939. Three, two males and a female, were taken at Gun-
aldo Falls, Yamhill County, Oregon, June ^O, 1949. The.se

were taken flying above the creek a short distance below the

falls. No additional notes are available on the Boyer specimen.
A fifth specimen represents a new species which may be de-

scribed as follows.

Acneus oregonensis, new species

Head piceous, the apical half of the labrum and the palpi testaceous,

.lutennae piceous with the bases of segments 6 to 11 pale, pronotuni

tlavous with the anterior marginal bead and a large median spot piceous,

scutellum flavous, elytra flavous, each with seven l)lackish spots ar-

ranged as follows: three elongate spots laterally along the base; a

rather obscure spot at about the middle; an elongate one interior to

this and at the apical third ; a marginal spot at the apical fourth and


